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This is the book version of a prize-winning doctoral dissertation for the University of Heidelberg from 

the year 2006 and it is a work that anyone interested in the court of Louis XIV, in the role that festivals 

played in the life of that court and in the subsequent influence of French festivals throughout Europe 

should read. It focuses on Louis XIV’s reign, in particular on the period 1660 to 1688, but the author 

shows a wide-ranging knowledge of both earlier and later French festival culture. Of course such 

events as the »Course de têtes et de bagues« held in the Tuileries in 1662 or »Les plaisirs de l’îsle 

enchantée« staged in Versailles in 1664 are well-known and have been discussed by scholars many 

times in the last decades. In the same way, neither the dramas of Molière nor the operas of Lully have 

been neglected by scholarship. Quaitzsch’s achievement is to look in a fresh way at these well-known 

events and artists and present a whole host of new insights. 

These new insights come, first of all, from thorough and comprehensive research in the archives of 

Paris, Munich and Vienna and among the printed sources. The author has read and digested the 

printed accounts of court festivals in Paris from 1581 on. In his chosen period he has examined all the 

printed accounts, both in such sources as the »Mercure galant« and the »Gazette de France« and 

separately. He has read the memoir literature of the period, the letters by such observers of the court 

as Madame de Sevigné, the relevant literary texts and a range of contemporary historiographical and 

theoretical works. Festival research is frequently bedevilled by repeated and excessive use of the 

same few well-known and easily accessible sources – in the present case the four official large-scale 

illustrated accounts of Louis’s festivals held in 1662, 1664, 1668 and 1674 respectively – without 

looking beyond them to find precisely those sources that call the official version into question. 

Quaitzsch shows what a wealth of material is available and what differing perspectives sources 

composed for different purposes and addressed to different audiences can give. This sets the festivals 

he discusses into a far broader context than is often encountered and makes his book a worthwhile 

read in itself. Then, too, as an art historian he is fully aware of the power and complexities of visual 

representations. He has been well served by his publisher here, for the book contains 11 high-quality 

colour plates and 107 black and white illustrations. An instructive comparison is that between the two 

illuminated manuscript accounts of »Les plaisirs de l’îsle enchantée«, one for Louis himself and one 

for the Marquis de Saint-Aignan, Louis’s premier gentilhomme. The account for the Marquis is in 

Vienna today and has hitherto been unknown to scholars working on this material.

As the subtitle indicates, this book is not just an account of the festivals themselves but about how 

they were received – whether by members of the court, by foreign diplomats, by the Parisian theatre-
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going public, by the learned bourgeois who were often the chroniclers of events, or by the lower 

orders, the so-called »menu peuple«. Modern scholars, like their predecessors who composed festival 

accounts, are interested in emblems and allegories, in Latin tags and learned verses, and much of 

their work is concerned with elucidating these learned elements. Quaitzsch shows that contemporary 

spectators often did not discuss or even mention the allegorical content in their accounts of events 

they had attended. They either did not consider them important or did not understand them or, as I like 

to speculate, had not seen them clearly enough. Whichever of these is correct, Quaitzsch makes clear 

that there was no one unified view of a particular festival among contemporaries. As one might expect, 

different people saw, remembered and commented on different things.

The king, however, did have a vision of what festivals were for and the quotation in the title of the book 

is taken from his so-called memoirs for the Dauphin. In the relevant passage he sees his people, his 

court and himself united in enjoyment of the festival in a »societé de plaisirs«. That this did not work in 

practice quite as he envisioned it is made clear by Quaitzsch. One example of this is the way in which 

the lower orders, admitted to the still half-finished park at Versailles, caused chaos and prevented 

high-born and important guests from gaining admittance in a seemly manner. 

Quaitzsch also places his discussion of Louis’s festivals against the backdrop of the contemporary 

theatrical culture of Paris. The existence of a capital city with a flourishing commercial theatre and an 

educated theatre-going public is a characteristic factor that distinguishes Paris from many, if not all, of 

the German courts of the period. 

It is to be hoped that this excellent book will be read and absorbed by Francophone and Anglophone 

scholars. The fact that it is in German virtually precludes this, so a French translation or a series of 

substantial articles in French or in English based on the findings of the book are necessary. Like Karl 

Möseneder’s Habilitationsschrift »Zeremonielle und monumentale Poesie«. Die ›Entrée solenelle‹ 

Ludwigs XIV. in Paris« published in 1983, German scholarship presents itself here at its best – 

thoroughly researched, well and clearly written and judicious in its assessments.

The only criticism that I have of this book is that it is very heavy to hold and virtually impossible to keep 

open, so that reading it is a physically demanding task. The physical labour is, however, well worth the 

trouble.
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